
MOVE YOUR CONTACT 
CENTER TO THE CLOUD 

For more information on Amazon Connect Managed Services, please send a mail to or visit info@csscorp.com www.csscorp.com

with CSS Corp’s Amazon Connect Managed Services

100% Cloud 
Managed 
SolutionIntegrations built by CSS Corp

20+ 

CSS Corp Amazon Connect Expertise

trained AWS 
Connect specialists

10 
certified technical 
experts

5
certified 
business 
experts

10+ 
solution accelerators 
and integrators built 
on AWS Connect 

Dedicated team of consultants and SMEs

CSS Corp AWS Practice Overview

30+ cloud 
transformation 
programs

10K+ workloads 
migrated to AWS

8K+ workloads 
monitored & 
managed on AWS

8 CSS Corp 
proprietary SaaS 
solutions hosted 
on AWS

10K+ cloud 
assets through 
engineered 
automation 
powered services - 
On-board, Migrate 
and Optimize

250+ trained 
& certified 
professionals 
on AWS 
competencies

The Contact Center Landscape

Contact centers need to deliver superior customer experiences at 

all times and that’s why nearly 70% of them are moving to the 

Cloud to migrate their legacy applications/ecosystems to 

continue delivering agility, flexibility, scalability at reduced costs.

Challenges Contact Centers Face 

Limited 
integration 
opportunities

Expensive and 
lengthy on-
premise setup

Low 
employee 
satisfaction

Low 
customer 
satisfaction

Disparate 
tools, hardware 
and software

Limited visibility 
on data 
& analytics 

Difficult to 
scale up

Fixed 
infrastructure, 
location

Deliver Superior Customer Experiences 
with Amazon Connect 

ISO, PCI 
and HIPAA 
compliant

Scalable 
and elastic 

Automated 
agent assist 
& easy task 
management

Built-in 
intelligence 

Unified 
customer 
data

Easy to use, 
flexible, 
self-service 
configuration

Pay as 
you go 
model 

Leverage Amazon Connect with CSS CORP

Proven, 
track record on 
AWS Connect

High Value, 
Low Risk 
Engagements 

Innovative 
and Forward 
Thinking

CX-
Focused 

Proven track 
record of 
services on AWS 
Connect and 
data migration 
leveraging 
cutting-edge 
digital 
accelerators.

We are cost 
competitive, we 
understand the 
customer journey 
and can deploy 
faster and more 
accurately with 
our existing 
integrations to 
CRMs and other 
tools.

Innovation is our 
nature. Our CX 
Transformation 
Platform 
elevates your 
investments with 
industry-leading 
components 
that 
supercharges 
your ecosystem.

Our close-looped 
process provides 
feedback from 
operations to 
digital 
deployments. This 
ensures all digital 
solutions are 
constantly aligned 
with customer 
feedback.
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